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VOCAPIA research
Who Are We?

- Vocapia Research is a R&D company and a software publisher in the speech and language technology field
- Founded in 2000, licensed CNRS-LIMSI technology in 2002
- Privileged partnership with LIMSI, a French CNRS laboratory
- Participation in national and international research projects
- Located in the scientific pole of the Saclay Plateau, France
VoxSigma® Software Suite

- Large vocabulary speech-to-text capabilities in multiple languages (Arabic, Dutch, English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Mandarin, Polish, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish)
- Audio segmentation and partitioning, speaker identification, language recognition audio/text alignment
- Designed for professional users needing to transcribe large quantities of audio and video documents such as broadcast data or conversational telephone speech data
- Tailored solutions to match customer needs
- Transcribed with LIMSI TrecVID data (since 2002) and MediaEval (since 2010)
- Ranked first in STT evaluations: Ester (French), NBEST’08 (Dutch)
- Most popular applications: media monitoring, teleconference transcripts, speech analytics, security applications, automatic subtitling
Perspectives

- Retain close ties with research
- Continue state-of-the-art research and development
- Extend SaaS offer (support more languages, more tasks)
- Cover all European languages by end of 2013
- Increase our European partnership (such as via European research projects)